
Blood of COVID-vaccinated people found to contain strange artifacts (graphene
oxide?)

Description

There is a strange and disturbing phenomenon occurring that suggests covid-“vaccinated” people now
have tainted blood.

Strange “artifacts” are being reported by doctors who are using a darkfield microscope to analyze
blood samples from people who have been jabbed. Steve Kirsch is calling these artifacts “land
masses” because of how they appear on slides.

Only vaccinated patients have these land masses, which appear as foreign objects amid normal blood
cells.

Kirsch spoke with Dr. Ryan Cole, whom we have written about before. The duo is unsure what these
artifacts truly are, though there is speculation that they might be graphene oxide particles.

‘There are people who think the sheets are graphene oxide, but they haven’t proved [sic] it,” Kirsch
writes.

“Some people think you can do the identification using mass spectroscopy, but other experts say that
graphene oxide is just carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen so it isn’t going to be easily detectable.”

There are “clever ways,” Kirsch says, to look for graphene oxide in the vials themselves, but obtaining
one without its contents having to get injected into someone’s body first is difficult.

If the artifacts are graphene oxide, then they could be creating
nano-level tracking and control biocircuits in people’s bodies

Someone named Phil Walsh who spent several decades as a microscopist and tissue culture specialist
says that these artifacts were never seen pre-covid. They are an entirely new phenomenon, he
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contends.

“My best guess is that these are, indeed, atom-thick layers of graphene oxide / hydroxide which will
easily fold multiple times into one ‘land mass’ structure,” Walsh writes.

“I believe the reason for keeping the vials at such low temperatures before use is because the tiny
nanometer-sized graphene flakes will begin to self-aggregate into larger and larger hexagonal
honeycomb-like sheets at room temperature and above.”

If true, this would explain the micro-coagulation observed in the delicate capillary vessels, as well as
the concomitant rise in troponin levels observed in the “fully vaccinated.”

“I’d suggest repeating the blood examination and viewing immediately before desiccation occurs,”
Walsh suggests to anyone trying to figure out the situation scientifically. “You also might want to bring
a magnet close to the slide to see if any movement can be detected.”

Graphene oxide possesses what Walsh describes as “interesting paramagnetic properties.” If the
artifacts are, indeed, graphene oxide, then these sheets could be present for the purpose of
constructing nano-level biocircuits and sensors to be used by the world’s overlords for tracking and
control of the “vaccinated” herd.

“The state-of-art of this type of tech is thoroughly mind-blowing,” Walsh warns.

“Accessible information in the public sector is alarming enough. What DARPA and other entities have
come up with over many decades is probably beyond what any of us can even imagine.”

Drs. Carrie Madej and Robin Wakeling are also investigating covid “vaccine” vial contents, speculating
as to how the potential inclusion of graphene oxide could be for the purpose of triggering the creation
of self-assembling foreign structures inside people’s bodies.

“I can’t figure out why people aren’t up in arms over being poisoned almost daily,” wrote one perplexed
reader at Kirsch’s Substack blog in response to the revelation.

“I feel cheated, lied to, and my life is over because I took the vax,” expressed another in distress.
“Biggest mistake of my life. I don’t want to die and leave behind my wife and kids.”

Others suggested remedies for possibly detoxifying the body of these chemical poisons. Among the
recommendations were NAC (n-acetyl-l-cysteine), black seed oil (nigella sativa), turmeric, and pine
needle tea.

More related news about the damage being caused by Fauci Flu shots can be found at 
ChemicalViolence.com.

Sources include:

SteveKirsch.substack.com
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